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What is Used Equipment Guide?
Used Equipment Guide (UEG) is the world’s largest vertical search engine for used
equipment and truck listings. With content indexed from thousands of websites,
users can search over 3 million listings with a single search.
UEG is not a listing site—we do not sell or host listings, nor will we ever. UEG
indexes data from across the internet using web crawlers and direct data feeds
from listing sites, auctioneers, and inventory management providers. If you are
interested in having your listings indexed on Used Equipment Guide, visit
usedequipmentguide.com/listings to learn more.
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What does Used Equipment Guide offer?
Used Equipment Guide is focused on helping buyers find the equipment they
need by structuring and indexing the industry’s data to make it as user friendly as
possible. UEG has multiple tools to help buyers find their next piece of equipment.
						For Buyers
• Search Used Equipment & Trucks with the largest high quality data set in the
world, which enables users to search thousands of websites and millions of
listings at once.
• Market Pricing Data uses current market prices to create statistical pricing
models and help buyers understand fair market values.
• Market Pricing Heatmaps uses our market pricing data to help buyers better
understand location-based pricing trends.
						 For Sellers
• Sponsored Listings empowers sellers to promote their inventory through
sponsored placement in search results to sell more equipment, faster.
• Highly Targeted Branding Opportunities with banner and native ads allow
sellers to build their brand with impactful positioning throughout the website,
app, and in email alerts.
• Active Buyer Database enables sellers to make direct contact with prequalified
buyers within the scope of their current inventory to make direct contact with
these buyers.
• Custom Reports give users the ability to download search results, enabling
buyers to identify the best priced listings, and sellers to price their own
equipment more effectively.

How does Native & Banner Advertising work?
Native & Banner ads are displayed throughout the UEG website, app, and within
email alerts. Native ads contain an image, title, ad copy, and a call to action link.
High quality data enables us to provide precise targeting, allowing advertisers
to target only the audience you want at the price you want using geography,
industry, and even make/model. Create campaigns to target your own listings to
build buyer confidence. Native and Banner ads start at a $30 vCPM minimum.
					Auction Based System
UEG uses an auction-based system, which means actual prices are dynamic based
on bids, budgets, targeting, and who else is in the bid pool. Bids are based on
vCPM (viewable cost per thousand impressions) which ensures that advertisers
are only paying for impressions that are visible on a human user’s screen.
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How do Sponsored Listings work?
The search results page features three advertising opportunities on the top of
each page. These include either three Sponsored Listings or a single native ad with
two sponsored listings, and use the same vCPM bid structure with a $100 vCPM
minimum. Each Sponsored Listing receives a Quality Score (QS) based on a
buyers search criteria. Position is determined based on a formula that includes bid
and Quality Score to ensure relevancy for the buyer and high quality targeting for
the seller. Bid x QS = Ad Position
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How does the Active Buyer Database work?
Today’s equipment buyers are savvier than ever, searching for high quality
equipment at a fair price. UEG allows buyers to sign up for email alerts to be
notified when new inventory meeting their criteria hits the market. Sellers can
search and contact these prequalified buyers through our Active Buyer Database.
Sellers must buy a credit package to contact buyers with the cost to contact each
buyer based on age, inventory matches, and other criteria in a highly transparent
way. Credit prices range from 10 Credits to 100 Credits per contact.
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How do Custom Reports work?
Custom Reports provide competitive intelligence. Sellers can purchase reports
with only their own listings to better understand how their pricing stacks up
relative to the rest of the market using objective statistical data. Custom reports
are available for 1 cent per item with a $10 minimum.

Custom Reports are
delivered via email with a
synopsis of extreme values.

The attached spreadsheet
allows sorting and filtering.
Download Sample Report

How do I get started?
The first step is registering for a free account. After verifying your email, you’ll be
able to login and setup ad campaigns, purchase reports, claim seller profiles, etc.

Questions? Contact us using the Send Us A Message form at the bottom of the
website or use the contact information below to send us a message or if you’d
prefer to talk to a human, we can be reached at +1 (828) 398-0300 during normal
business hours (United States Eastern Time).
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